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ABSTRACT
This report explains one methodof subdividing a
polyhedron into triangular facets and "exploding"
it into the surface of a sphere.
A mathematicalmodel is includec which explains the
geometryused in subdividing and transforming the
icosahedron into the structural sphere. Also in-
cluded are a computer programand a plot routine






















This report explains one method of subdividing a polyhedron into tri-
angular facets and "exploding" it onto the surface of a sphere. A struc-
ture is thereby given which may be used in spherical form.
The tetrahedron, octahedron or icosahedron are the fundamental geo-
metrical configurations of the structure. A further subdivision of the con-
figuration chosen is accomplished by subdividing each principle side of
ea:h principle polyhedral triangle into any number of segments The order
of subdivision is determined by subdividing the triangle and the origin (or
center) of the polyhedron into equal angle segments, using the origin as the
vertice for subdivision. The points of intersection of the equal angle seg-
ments with the principle side determines the subdivision along the principle
side of the principle polyhedral triangle.
The points of _ubdivision on each side of the Principle polyhedral tri-
angle are connected with line segments which are parallel to the two remain-
ine sides of the principle polyhedral triangle under consideration. They
intersect at a number of points which define a triangular grid of subdivi-
sion. Due to the method of subdivision, small triangular "windows" occur
in the grid. The centers of these windows are found by one of two methods
(discussed iater in this report) and are used as the vertices of a triangular
grid of subdivision of the principle polyhedral face and are _l,,:r,transformed
to the surface of tilesphere which circumscribes the polyhedron. The cords
that connect these transformed vertices thus define the structural grid that
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comprise the structural configuration desired.
A mathematical model has been determined wi_ich explains the geometry
used in subdividing and transforming the polyhedron into the structural
configuration desired. From this model a computer program has been written
which gives the necessary information needed for construction and analysis
of the structure. As a further aid in investigation of the various forms,





DIHEDRAL ANGLE (_) an angle formed by two planes meeting in a
common line. The planes themselves are the faces of the dihedral angle,
and the common line is the element. To measure the dihedral angle measure
the angle whese vertex is on the element of the dihedral angle and whose
sides are perpendicular to the element and lie one in each face of the di-
hedral angle.
FACE ANGLE (m) an angle formed by two elements meeting in a com-
mon point and lying in a plane that is one of the faces of the polyhedron.
AXIAL ANGLE (_) an angle formed by an element and a radius from
the center of the polyhedron meeting in a common point and the vertex of
the axial angle sharing a vertex of the polyhedron.
PRINCIPLE ICOSAHEDRAL _IANGLE (PIT) any one of the 20 equal
equilaterial triangles which forms the face of the regular icosahedron.
PRINCIPLE SIDE any one of the three sides of the.principle icosa-
hedral triangle.
FREQUENCY the number of eq_ial parts into which a principle side
is subdivided.
FACES the triangles making up the "exploded" structural form.
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GEOMETRY
This program works with a tetrahedron, octahedron, or icosahedron
circumscribed by a unit sphere. The icosahedron was chosen as an example
to illustrate the geometry of the program. The icosahedron is oriented
in a three dimensional rectangular coordinate system so that the vertices
of one principle icosahedral triangle are:
(x,y, z) = (o, vC- , I )
(0, .850651, .525731)
(X, y, Z ) : ( 1 , O, vr_- )
VTJT
(.525731. 0. .850651)
(X , y , Z ) = ( ./-_- , 1 , 0)
Y TT
(850651, .525731, 0)
where "_ : 1 +
with the intersections of the axis X, Y, Z, located at the origin (0,0,0)
of the icosahedron, Figure I.
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This principle icosahedral triangle is divided into smaller triangular
units which are "exploded" onto the surface of a sphere constituting
the desirable space form.
Using the following formula the planes consisting of the edges of
the PIT and the origin (X I, YI_ Zl) (X2, Y2, Z2) (X3, Y3, Z3) are







x _ = _zx + p_y + 1)iz
Y_ = _2 x + U_Y + V2Z
Z" = _3X + _3Y + V3Z
[I]
Where _, u, _ are direction cosines of the X'-axis, Y'-axis, and Z_-axis
respectively with respect to the old axis and are found by:
i
_V_ 2 2 2
_I = x + y_ + zl
2 2ul = y_ _ + y_ + Zl
I)I =
,]2 2 2Zl + ,Yl + Zl
_2, 13: u2, u_; and v_, v 3 are found similarly.
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The edge of the PIT is subdivided into units by the following method,
Figures 3 and 4.
FIND: the angle ¢ contained within the rotated triangle consisting
of PIP2, and the origin with the vertex located at the origin.
= Arctan ( Py2 ) -r [2]
Px 2
where r = 1 and is considered constant
0
Figure 3
THEN; subdivide the angle @ into N angles e
e = _ T
N
where T = Increment 1 to N
[3]
Fiqure 4
The points of intersection of O--F3 and P1-_'Tarefound:
is Y - Yl = Y2- YlP,P2
X - X 1 X 2 - X 1
O-P3 is
y-O = y3-O
x 0 x 3 -0
[4]
The equation takes the following form:
PlP2 is x(Y 2 - Yl) + y(xl - x2) = YI(xl - x2) +
xI(Y2 - Yl)
let (v2 - yl) = al
(x2 - xl) : bl
y1(xl - x2) + xl(Y2 " Yl) : CI
OP is xy 3 yx 3 = 0
let Y3 = a2
-X3 : b2
0 = C 2
Solve the equations for the point of intersection:
D = X =
-8-
[5]
Rotate the points of intersection along the PIT edge from 2-spaces back
to 3-spaces.
y = _2x" + _2y _ + V2Z [6]
Z = t3X _ + _3y _ + "_3Z
where X, u, v, are direction cosines of the X_-axis, Y'-axis, and Z'-axis
with respect to the old axis and are found:
_, = X /JX 2 + y 2 + Z 2
1 1 1 1 1
u_ =Y_ /yx 2 + y 2 + Z 2
1 1 1
v1 " z_ /ix 2 +y12 + z 2
I I
, X ; _ , _l ; and v , v
2 3 2 3 2 3
Retain the co-ordinates along the edges S , S
1 2
are found similarly.










After finding the unit measurements along the edges of the PIT, they
are connected through a 3-way grid determining a smaller triangular grid
network, Since the units along the PIT edge are not equal, the 3-way grid-
ding will create "windows'. The centers of these "windows" must be found to











The gridding and windowsare found by _he following method: Fromthe
cooroiaates along the edgesof Sz,S2 and S3, calculate coordinates of the
windowby fi:qding the intersection of PI P2with P3 P_and Pl P2with Ps P
and P3 _4 with P_s by using the two point form of the equation of a line
in three-space for the three lines and solve simultaneously for the points
of intersection.
P_.P2is: x - xI
X2-X 1
y - y_ z - z_
=
Y2 "Yl Z2-Zl
P3P4 is" x - x3 Y - Y3: z - z3 [7]
x4-x3 Y4-Y3 z4-z_
P-_sPs is: x - xs Y -Ys z - zs
xs-Xs Y6-Ys zs-zs




is: x(Y2-yl) + y(xl-x2) : y1(xl-x2) + x1(y2-yl)
is" y(z2-zl) + z(y2-yl) : z1(yl-y2) + y1(z2-zl )
(3)
(4)
is: x(y -y3) + y(x3-x.) : y1(x3-x.) + xl(y _y3)
is" y(z,-z3) + z(y3-y.) : z3(y3-y.) + y_(z _z3 )
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For PIP2 let: ",Y2-Yl) : al
(xl-x2) : b l
y1(xl-x2) + x1(y2-yl) : c I
For P3P, let: (Y.-Y3) : a2
(x3-x.) : b 2
y!(x3-x.) + x1(y_-y3) = c 2
using the formula [6] solve For x and y coordinates of the intersections of
PIP2 with P3P_.
Find the z coordinate:
For _2 let: (z2-zl) = a I
(Yl-Y2) = bl
z1(yl-y._) + y1(z2-z3) : c I
q
For P3R let: (z -z3) : a2
(Y3-Y.) : b2
z3(y3-y .) + y3(z.-z3) : o2
The other two vertices of the window are found in a similar manner.
Once the coordinates for the vertices of the window are determined, its
ce_ter is found by one of the following two methods:
METHOD I:
On the Principle Icosahedral Triangular Plane the
windows appear as equilateral triangles with vertices











CY = y1+y2+y3 [8]
3
CZ : Zl+Z2+Z3
The coordinates of the window found on the surface
of the PiT are first "exploded" to the surface of the
sphere. The center of the exploded window is then
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found by the intersection of angle bisectors.
To find the projection of each vertex of the window
onto the unit sphere, translate each vertex along a
line through the vertex of the PIT and the origin;
each coordinate of each vertex, PIT, is divided by the










+ Z I [9] where d : distance
from origin to PI
r=l





z I : rzl
T
where r = the radius of
the sphere to be exploded
upon and is considered
constant
[I0]






PITx = P1x- P3x
PITy = Ply - P3y
PITZ = PIz - P_z
[11]
P2Tx = P2x - P3x
P2Ty : P2x - P3x
P2Tz = P2z - P3z
P3Ty , P3TzP3TXl ' =0
Rotate plane PI, P2, P3 so that P-_.P3will fall on the X-axis and P3 is at
the origin using equation [I 7J.
The center is found with the intersection of two angle bisectors of the












rotate P2 about P3 towdrd P_, ½ 7 degrees
x, = x 2 cos _ y + Y2 sin ½ y
Y, = Y2 cos ½ y - x z sin ½ ¥
[13]
locate the origin at PI, then rotate P2 about PI toward P3 ½ _ degrees.
x s = (x2-x I) cos ½ _ - Y2 si_ ½ 6+ x I
Ys = Y2 cos ½ 5+ (x 2 - xl) sin ½ 6
[]4]
thus defining Ks and _4.
With P3 at the origin formula [4] may be used to solve for the inter-
section of line P3P,, PIPs finding center C. Rotate C back to three space
using formula [6]. Then translate center C back to three space ("C '_ is
located in the previously ':exploded" window), Figure II.
C'x = Cx + P3x
C_ = Cy + P3Y [15]









For Method I or Method II, the centers found are ':exploded" to the
surface of the sphere using formula [9] and formula [lO].
Using the coordinates, this program finds the lengths of the elements
of the structure (_), the angle between pairs of elements (face angle _),
the angle between the elements and a radius from the origin to an endpoint _
of the element (axial angle _), and the angle between adjacent faces of
the structure (dihedral angle B), Figure 12.
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Figure 12
To find the angle between elements the face _ m, we use the coordinates
of their endpoints. The vertex of the angle is a con_on endpoint to each
element and is translated to the origin. The other two endpoints PI and P2
are translated in the same manner. Letting (xl, Yl, zl) and (x2, Y2, z2)
be the points resulting from the translations of the endpoints P_ and P2,
-19-
,. --. L___.!: -- w - , ,. --
COS C{ =
_/X 2 2 2where d_ = _ + y_ + zI
2 2 2and d 2 = x2 + Y2 + z2
is the desired angle.
To find axial angles the above method is used except that the vertex
is established at one end of an element and the origin is used with the
other endpoint to define the angle. The desired angle is _7.




-IA1A2 + B1B2 + CIC2l




B is the desired angle.
AIX + BIY + CiZ + DI : 0 defines the plane cortaining one face and
A2X + B2Y + C2Z + D2 = 0 defines the plane containing the other face.
The negative sign is _Ised because the obtuse angle is desired.
















where (Xl, Yl, ZI), (X2, Y2, Z2), and (X_, Y3, Z3) lie in the plane. In
particular the three vertices of each face are used.
The length of the elements _ are found by using the general equation:
_(p _ p )2 + (p _ p )2 + (p _ p )2
Xl x2 Yl Y2 Zl z 2
Z is the desired length.
To reduce total output, this program takes into account certain sym-
metries and outputs only a part of the total angles and lengths. The rest
of the values are the same as at ]east one outputed value and can easily be




-_, N- 2)_(N-2, N-3)







For every face angle opening directly towards (or away from) the point
(0,0), there are equal angles opening towards (or away from) the point (N,O)
and (N,N,. For example, the angle (l,l), (0,0), (l,O) with vertex at (0,0)
is equal to the angle (N-l,O), (N,O), (N,l) and the angle (N,N-I), (N,N),
(N-l, N-l). Thus, only the face angles facing directly towards or away from
(0,0) are computea. If the vertex is to lie at (I,J), the angle wili be
either (I + l, J + I), (I, J), (I + l, J) or (I-l, J-l), (l,J), (I-l, J).
Also, only the face angles falling on the right of or on a line passing through
(Xl, YI, Z_,) and the midpoint of the opposite side are computed.
The elements of the structure can be put into one-to-one correspondence
with the lengths and dihedral angles. The dihedral angle associated with an
element is the angle between the two faces containing the element. For each
element, there are two axial angles, one at each end, but since the element
is a cord of the circle, the two angles are equal and may be consldered one.
In this case, we have a one-to-cne correspondence between elements and axial
angles. This program will only compute values around elements parallel to the
side opposite (X_, Y_, Z_) and on the right side of a line through (X_, Y_,
ZI) and the midpoint of the opposite side. All other lengths and angles are
symetric to one of the lengths and angles con_puted in this manner.
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PROJECTED RESEARCH
Another method is being developed of subdividing a polyhedron and
"Exploding" it into a spherical form. A correlational study will be con-
ducted to determine the difference in material usage, volume, and surface
area of the subdivided forms, using the method described in this report,
previously developed methods, methods presently under development, and
the Fuller methods of subdividing a sphere.
A mathmatical model is also being developed which will explain the
transformation of polyhedral forms as expandable structures.
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APPENDIX I
The computer program here contained, was writken for the IBM 7044
computer, utilizing FORTRAN language. The program may be used for a
Tetrahedron, Octahedron, or Icosahedron, depending upon the coordinates
used as input data. The output is given in units based upon a radius of
! for the spherical form and therefore may be used as a basis for deter-
mining large structures.
The example of the output data given here is for a six frequency
icosahedral sphere, and may be read as example I. The output takes advan-
tage of symmetries within the spherical icosahedron as discussed in the












G1 Readthe parameters for a DOloap governing the frequencies and two
variables; one indicating the basic structure (tetrahedron, ocLa-
hedron, or icosahedron) and another indicating what methodof division
will be used.
CI-C2 If the card was blank (first parameter zero), sto__p_L
D1 Determine from the card read, what coordinates are to be used as the
basic structure and the coefficients of some equations. This informa-
tion is stored in an array by a _ATA statement.
El Enter a DO loop governing the frequency.
F1 Set the summations for total area, length, and volume to zero. There
are two summations of length: one for total structure and one above
a face of the basic structure.
G1 Write a leader record containing the name of the basic structure, Lhe
frequency, and the method of division.
HI-J1 Find and write the total number of faces, edges, and vertices both
in the entire structure and above one face of the basic structure.





Enter DO loop to determine the first end point of the edge.
Enter DO loop to determine the second end pcint of the edge.




Rotate the plane defined by the end points and the c.riQin into the X-Y
plane with one of the end Points into the X axis, and calculate the
angle ¢ = ARCT;_N (y_/x 2) necessary for subdivis$on.
Enter DO loop to determine the subdivision of the edge.
Generate points of subdivision along the edge by N subdivisions of angle
F3 Rotate the generated points back into the original plane.
G3 Store the points generated into their respective arrangement.
H3-K3-J3 If DO loop is compl_e +"^ ^
...... =r: should be no more points on their
respective edges.
A4 The three vertices of the basic structure are arbitrarily ordered. The
first ver tice is exploded to the surface of the unit sphere to explode a
point. This is done by dividing the coordinates of a point by its dis-
tance from the origin.
.-27-
B4 Print out the coordinate of this point: G2JI-G2KI; G2E2-G2F2;
G2C3-G203.
C4 GIJ5-GIK5: G2FI-G2G]_ these blocks are used to count lines printed
and to provide margins at the top and bottom of each page.
D4 Subcivision of the basic face will be generated by using the coordinates
stored in SDI, SD2, and SD3 and taking all lines parallel to their
respective edges. The intersections of these lines creates windows
of which their coordinates are necessary for finding their centers (two
meth_s of finding the windows center are used) for completion of the
subdivision. Enter DO loop which generates points along the edge from
the first vertex to the second.
E3 Enter a DO loop which generates points along the edge from the first
vertex to the second. These points will be the first in each row of
points parallel to the edge from the second vertex to the third. The
first row will be the one nearest the first vertex.
E4 Enter DO loop which generates the points along the Tow determined in
E4.
F4 Determine the I. J. values of the basic unit.
G4 Enter DO loop which generates the coordinates of the basic unit.
H4 Set up constants of points in basic units used in determining coordinates
of the windows.
J4-K4 All points should be within the PIT, If not, set equal to zero
(necessary for finding dihedral angles along PIT edges.)
A5-B5 Points along the PIT edges may be found directly from an SD array.
C5 INTERC is a subroutine that finds the coordinates of the intersection
of 2 lines; used to find the coordinates of the vertice of the window.
D5
E5
Determine the center of the window by one of two methods: Method #I:
find the center by taking the intersection of four lines, each passing
thru a vertice of the window and the midpoints of the oppesite side.
This is the end of the DO loop that finds all of the points within the
basic unit.
F5 This explodes all points of the basic unit to the surface of ti_esphere.






Due to symmetry, not all angles and lengths are needed.
Find the length between Pl and P2"
Add a multiple of this length into the sums. A multiple is used
because uther elements symmetric to it will not be found due to the
conditions of Bl.
El Lable and write this length.





Lable and write this axial angle.
Find the total area of and volume under the face generated by PI, P2,
and P
3"
Add this into the summations.
D2
E2
Find the face angles with vertices at P2 and P4 and legs passing through
PI and P3.
Lable and write the face angles.
H2-K2 If PI is in the last row of the face of the basic structure, then
there is not face between PI, P3, and P,. Otherwise, the area of and
volume under that face will be added into the summations.
A3 Find the dihedral angle between the two faces formed by PI, P2, P3, and
P4. If P, is not above this face of the basic structure, it will not
be properly generate('. In this case, find the angle between the face
formed by PI, P2, and P3, and a plane passing through P_, P3, and the
origin, doubling this result.
B3 Lable and write this dihedral angle.
E3 This is the end of the DO loop of block GIE4. If the loop hasn't
been satisfied, the next point will be the first in the next row.
G3 This is the end of DO loop of block GID4. If the loop hasn't been
satisfied, the next point will be the first in the next row.
H3-J3 Find, lable, and write the total areas, volumes, and lengths of the
structure.
K3 This is the end of the DO loop of block GIEI. If the loop hasn't been
satisfied, the same basic structure will be used for the next frequency.
Otherwise a new card is read.
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As used in blocks GIFI, GIHI-GIJ]:
the vertices above a face are those vertices exploded from points on
that face. The lengths and areas above the face are those created bythe vertices above the face.
As used in blocks GIHI-GIJl, GIE5:
the basic unit consists of four points combinedin two adjacent tri-
angles with two parts approximately parallel to the edge containing
vertex 2 and 3.
-30-














DIMENSICN SD 1(3, 321t SO 2(3, 32l, SD 3(3t 321 t PlBt 31
DIMENSION COORD[3, 3, 3], V(3, 3), LABI2t /tie NAMES(2, 3)•
1 FIG(2, 3l
INTEGER EFV(3t 3), PiG SIZ, TE O_. IC, VL• ELm FL• VG• £G• FG
REAL L OF TRI, LENGTH, L CF FIG
DATA FIG / 6*t 8., 8.• lB., 20., 60. I
DATA NAMES / L2H TETRAHEDRON• 12H OCTAHEORCN • X2H ICOSAHEDRON /t
L PAG S[Z / 56 /
DATA CCORO / -.57T35C27, -.57735027, .57735027, .57735027•
L -.57135021t -.57735027• -.57735027, .5773502"/• --57"/_5027t
Z l., 0., 0., O.t 0., 1.• 0.• 1.• O., .0• .85C65081• .52573LXX,
3 ,8S065081t .52573111, O.• .52573111, 0.• -85065081 /
DATA EFV / 6, 8, 20, 2, It• LO• 6, 12• 30 I
EQUIVALENCE
l {V(X, lit XX)t IV(2, I)• Yllt IV(3, Xlt ZX)•
2 (V(X, )), XZ)I (V(2, 2)t Y2)• (V(3, 2), Z2)•
3 (VIXt 3), X3It (VI2t 3), Y3It (V(3, 31, Z3lm
4 ILAB(Lt 1), IX. It (LAB(2• ).)• Jt|• (LAB(I, 21t [2It
5 (LAB(Z, 2)m J2)• (LAB(L• 3)• [3)• (LABI2• 31• J3)•
6 (LAB(X, 6), 16), (LAB(2, 6), J4)
COEF(AI, A2, A3, BX, E2, 83) = AX • (B2 - B3) - A2 • (BI - BOX +
L A3 _ (BX - B2)
7rj FORMAT (6[2)
71 F_RMAT (XOH1LFRE(;]UENCY [5• 2X, 2A6, SIt BHMETHOO 2)
72 FORMAT (7HO¥(L) = [5, 9H E(L) = 15, 9H F(L) = IS• 9H V(G) -
• [St 9H E(G) - [5, 9H F(G) - I5 ///)
73 FORMAT (9HL O 0 3(5X• FLO.6)///)
76 FORMAT (IHL 2[6, 3(5X, FIG.6))
75 FORMAT (XHA)
76 FORMAT (9It 8HLENGTH • 2(3X_ 216Iv ZXX• FIE.B)
77 FORMAT (gxt 8tlAX[AL • XIH 0.00eOv 2(3X• 2[6)• XOXt 2FLX. 6)
78 FORMAT (gX• 8HFA_E , 3(OXt 216)• LOXt 2FLX.e!
79 FORMAT (9X, 8HDIHECqJLt 2(3X, 2;6)t 21X• 2FXI.6)
80 FORMAT (//)
81 FORMAT (12H1 CNE FACE/ 9X• 6HAREA• 2TX• FX5.69 / 9X• 6HVOLUME,
25X, F15.6 / 9X, 61"LENGTH, 25X, FX5.6 // 22H COMPLETE STRUCTU
• RE / 9X, 6HAREA, 27Mr F15.6 / 9Xm 6HVOLUME• 25Xt F XS.6 / 9X,
,I, 6HLENGTH, 2SX• FX!5.6)
X READ (St 70) M]h• MAXI INC• TE OC IC
IF (MIN .EQ. O) STOP
[F (MAX .EQ. O) MAX - MIN
IF (INC .EQ. O) INC = X
K = I
IF (TE OC IC .EG. 8) K = 2
IF (TE CC [C .EQ. 2C) K = 3
DO 2 I = l, 3
DO 2 J = I, 3
2 V(J, I) = COORDKJt l, K)
00 25 h t MIN, MAX, [hC
FLOAT N = N
SUM OF L = O.
SUM OF A = O.
SUM OF V = O.
LOF TRI = O.
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WRITE (6, 71) N, NAPES(l, K), NAMES(2, K)
VL = (N + 11 _' (N + 2) / 2
EL = 3 * N * IN ._ I) I 2
FL = N*_'2
VG = EFV (K, 2) • N'I'_2 + 2
EG = EFV IK, 3) * N'_'_2
FG = EFV (K, 1) _ FL
WRITE (Or 72) VLt EL, FL, VGt EG_ FG
Ll = O
DOSL2 = 1,2
DO 5 LN = 2, 3
IF (L2 .EQ. LN) GO TE 5
L1 = LI + l
CALL ROTATE (It V(l, LN), V(2, LN), V(3, LNIt X2Ro Y2Rt ZZRt
1 V(1, L2), V(2, L2)t V(3t L2))
THETA = ATAN2(Y2R, X2R )
DO 5 L4 = l, N
T = L4






B2 = X2R - [.
C2 = B2
Y = (ALtC2) / (AI_B2 - A2tBI)
X = (BI*C2) /(A2*BL- AI*B2)
CALL RCTATE (2, Xt Y, O.,XR, YR, ZR)
IF (LI - 2) 27, 3, _i
27 SD l(L, L4) = XR
SD 1(2, L_) = YR
SD 1(3, L4) = ZR
GO TO 5
3 SD 211, L4} : XR
SD 2(2, L4) = YR
SD 2(3, L4) = ZR
GO TO 5
4 SD 3(1, L41 = XR
SD 3(2, LA) = YR
SO 3(3, L4) = ZR
5 CONT INUE
R = SQRTIXIt*2 + Ylt*2 ÷ Zl_*2)
P(l, 1) = Xl / R
P(|t 2) = YI / R
P(l, 3) = Zl I R
WRITE (6, 73) Pllt 1), P( l, 2It P(I, 3)
LINES = 12
DO 24 [I = I, N
DO 23 Jl = l, I I
12 = II - I
J2 = Jl - l
13 = II
J3 = J2
t4 = Il * I
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UO LL LA = It 4
LI = LAB(X, LA)
LJ = LAB(2, LA)
IJ = L] - LJ
NJ = N - LJ
IF (LI .LE. N) GO TC 65
P(LAI 1) = O.
P'LA, 2) = O.
P(LA, 3) = O.
GO TO 11
65 IF (LI -EQ. LJ) GC TC 7
IF (LJ .EO. O) GO TC 9
IF (LI .NE. N) GO TG 10
P(LA, I) = SD 3(1, hJ)
PILAf 21 = SD 3(2, _J)
P(LAv 3) = SD 3(3_ N.'_
GO TO 11
7 IF (LJ .EQo O) GO TC 8
P(LAp [I : SO l(It LI)
P(LAt 2) = SD I(27 LI)
P(LA, 3) = SD I(3, LI)
GO TO 11
8 P(LA, L) = Xl
P(LA, 2) = YI
P(LA, 3) = ZI
GO TO 1 1
9 P(LA, I) = SD 2(I, LI)
P(LAt 2) = SD 2(2, LI)
P(LA, 3) = SD 2(3, LI)
GO TO 11
10 CALL INTERC (SO 1(1t LI), SO 1(2, LI), SO lI3t LIItSD2(I, Lilt
£ SD 2(2t Lilt SO 2(3t LI), SO 3(1t NJ)t S0 3(2, NJlt SD 3(3t NJI,
2 SO l(l, LJ}, SO 1(2, LJ), SO I(3, LJ), XEI, ¥E1, EEl)
CALL Ir_TERC (SD 3(1, IJ), SO 3(2, IJ), SO ._(3, IJ)t SO 211, IJ),
l SD 2(2, I J), SO 2(3v IJ)t SD 3(1, NJ), SO 3(2, NJJt SD 3(3, NJ)t
2 SD 1(1, LJ), SD 1(2t LJ), SD 1(3t LJ|_ XE2t YE2t ZE2I
CALL INTERC (SO 3(I, IJ), SD 3(2, IJI, SD -_(3t IJ), SO 2(1t IJit
[ SD 2(2, IJ), SO 2(], IJ), SD IiIt LI), SO 1(2t Ell, SO 1(3, LI),
2 SD 2(I, LI), SD 2(2, LI), SD 2(3, LI), XE3t YE3_ ZE])
BEGIN DETERMINATICN CF CENTER OF WINDOW IN PLANE OF MAJOR FACE . .
P(LA, L) = (XEI + XE2 + XE3) / 3.
P(LA, 2) = (YEt + YE2 + YE3) / 3.
P(LA, 3) = (ZE1 + ZE2 + ZE3I / 3.
11 CONTINUE
L = 4
IF (I_ .Gr. N) L = 3
DO I2 INDEX I : I, L
R = SCRT(P{INDEX 1, II_*2 + P(INDEX It 2)ee2 + P(INOEX It 3)==2)
DO 12 INDEX 2 = 1, 3
12 P(INDEX 1, INDEX 2) = P(INDEX 1, INDEX 2) I R
IF (J3 .NE. O) GO TC 125
WRITE [6, 74) I3, J3, P(3, Lit P(3, 2), P(3, 3)
LINES :: LINES + 3
IF (LII_,ES .LT. PAG SIZ) GC TO 125
-36-
_VRITE(O, 75)
L( NE3 = l
125 wRITE (6, /4) IT, JI, P(L, I), PKL, 2), P( |, 3)
LINES = LINES • 3
IF (LINES .LT. PAG SIZ) G r TO 13
WRITE (6, 75)
LINES = )
13 IF (2 * J3 .GE. [3) GC TC 23
LENGTH = SQRT((P(I, I) - F(3, 1))*'2 ÷ (Pit, 2) - P(3t 2))*'2 ÷
• (P(l, 3) - P(}, 3))*'2)
L CF TRI = L CF [RI } 3. * LENGTH
IF (2 * J( .G[. Ii) GC TC L4
L OF TRI = L OF TRI + 3. * LENGFH
SUM CF L = SUM CF L + 1.5 * LENGTH
IF (11 .LT. N) SUM CF L = SUM OF L + k.5 * LENGTH
GO Td 15
L4 SUM OF L = SUM OF L + .75 * LENGTH
IF [It .LF. N) SUM CF L = SUM OF L + .75 * LENGTH
15 HRITF (6, ?6) Ilt Jt, 13, JS, LENGTM
LINES = LINLS + I
IF (LINES .LT. PAG SIZ) GC TO lb
WRITE (6, ?5)
LINES = t
16 XT = P(I, I) - P(3, I)
YT = P(I, 2) - P(3, 2)
ZT = F(I, 3) - P(3, _)
DIi)2 = SQRT (XT**2 + YT**2 + ZT_Z)
4NG = _RCOSIABSIXT*P(3, I) + YT*P(3, Z) ÷ ZT_P(3, 3) )I 0102)
DEG = ANG I .0174532_
,wRITE (6, 77) 13, J_, [[, JI, OE3, ANG
LINES = LINES + I
IF (LINES .LT° PAG SIZ) G£ TO I(
aRITE (6, 75)
L( NES = I
17 CALL AVIP(I, l), P(l, 2), PIT, 3), P(3t I), P(3, 2), P(3_ 3),
• P(Pv I), P(2, 2), P(2, 3), AREA, VOLUMED
IF (2 * Jl -LE. [I) GC TG 18
AREA = °5 * ARE
VOLU,_E = .5 * VELUM(
18 SUM OF A = SUM CF A + AREA
SU_ OF V = SUM OF V ¢ VCLL.HE
DO I_ INDEX L = 2, 4, Z
XA = Pit, 1) - F(INCEX 1, 1)
YA = P(}, 2) - P(INDEX 1, 2)
ZA = P( I, 3) - P(INr_E) 1, 3)
XB : P(3, 1) - PiINEEX I, I)
YB = P(3, 2) - P(INCEX I, 2)
ZB = P(), 3) - P(INGEX I, 3)
DI02 = SQRTI(XA**2 + yAwwiw2 + ZA**2)) * SwJRI((XB**2 + YB**2 +
• ZB**2 ) )
ANG = ARCL]S((XA*XH + YA*YE + ZA*L_) / OLD2)
DEG = 4NG / .011z, 532_)
WRITE (6, 78) If, JI, LAB(I, INDEX I), LAB(2, INDE_ I), 13, J3,
I OEG, ANO
LINES = LINES + I
-37-
k
IF (LINES .LT. oAG SIZ) Gu ,g 19
WRITE (6v 7S)
LI_ES = l
19 )F 114 .OT. '_I)G_ I'[ 21.
CAIL AV)P(I, 1.), P( 1, 2), P([, 3}, P(3, [)t Pl_t 2It P(_t 3),
Pig, L), P(4, 2), P(4, 3}, _REA, VJLUME)
IF (2 _ JL .LE. If) G[ I"C 20
AREA = .5 _' ARE_
VOLUKE = .5 • VCLUME
20 SUM (IF A : SUM OF A * AREA
SUM OF V = SUM OF v + VCLUME
21 AL = CCEF(P)L, 2It F(2, 2It P(3t 2It P|lp 3It P(2t 3), PI3, 3))
_I = CCEFIPIL, 1), F(2, L), PI3, L), PIt, 3It P)2, 3), P13, 3I)
C] = CL]EF(PI[, L), P(2, I), P)3, L), Pill, 2|, PI2, 2), P(3, 2))
A2 = CCEF(P(I, 2), PI4, 2), P(3, ,P), P)I, ]), P(4, ]), PI3, 3) )
F_2 = CCEF)P)I, If, I:(4, I), PI3, L), P(l, 3I, PI4, 3), P(3, 3))
C2 = CCEF(P(I, Lit F(4, Lit PI3, L), PIL, 2), P(4, 2), PI3, 2) )
C].D2 : SQRT(IAL4'_'2 * _Iw_'l'2 * CL_'*ZI ww (A2_'_2 ÷ B2_'2 ÷ C2 'W_2))
_NG = AMCO_(-ABS(AI.*_2 + 8L*B2 + CL4'C2) / CIDZI
IF I I4 .ST. N) _NG = 2. _' {3.1.415_21- At'_G}
DEG = ANG / .c)L74532_
WRITE )6, 7g) 11, .Jl, 13, J3, DEC,, A'WS
LINES = LINES ÷ 1.





LI_ES = LINES + 3




a I]F THI = 2. • SU_ CF A
V OF TRI = 2. ,_ SJM [F V
A OF FIG .: FI'.3(i, KI * A CF TRI
4 CF FIG = FIG(I, K) _ V CF TRI
L OF FIG = FIG(2, K) _ SUM OF L







SUBROUTINE ROTATE (l_t X2t Y2t Z21 X2Re Y2R_ Z2Rt Xl_ "fly ZII
IF (N .EQ. 21 GO TO !
Ol = SGRT(XI**2 + YI**2 + ZI**2)
',4l : Xl / Dl
U). = Yl l DI
V[ = Z[ / Ot
H3 = Y l * Z2 - Y2 * _'l
U3 = ZL * X2 - X[ * Z2
V3 = XI * Y2 - X2 * Y|
D2= SQRT(H3**2 + U3e,o2 + V3".2I
H3 = H3 /" D2
U3 "- U3 / D2
V3 = V3 ! D2
H2 = U3 * Zl - YI * V3
U2 = V3 * Xl - Z]. * _.3
V2 = H3 * YI - Xl * U3
D3 = S_RTIH2**2 + U2_=_2 + V2".2)
H2 = H2 / 03
U2 = U2 / D3
V2 = V2 I D3
XZR = X2 * HI + Y2 • UI + Z2 * Vl
Y2R = X2 * H2 + Y2 _ U2 + Z2 * V2
REIURN
[ XZR = X2 * HI. + Y2 * I-2 + Z2 * H3
YZR = X2 * UI ÷ Y2 * U2 + Z2 * U3




$I BFIC INTERC NODECK
SUBROUTINE INTERC (Xlt YI. Z[. X2. V2t ZZI X31 Y3t Z3t X4_ Y4t Z6o
* Xt Y. Z)
AI = Y2 - Y I
BI = X l - X2
C[ = _14'(Yl - Y2) 4. Y|_(X2 - X[)
A2 = Y4 - Y3
B2 = X3 - X4
C2 = X3,1'(y3 - Y4) 4. Y3#(Xk - X3)
A3 = al
B3 = Z I - Z2
C3 = ZI_|YI - Y2) + YI.|Z2 - ZI)
A4 = a2
B(, = Z3 - Z4
C4 = Z3_{Y3 - Y4) + Y3_{Z4 - Z3)
X = (B2_,CI - 61_,C2) / lAZ4,BI - AI_,B2)
Y = IA2*C[ - AL*C2) # (AI,.B2 - A2_,BI)





SUBROUTINE AV (Xl_ Ylt Z[_ X21 Y2t Z2t X3, Y3o Z3t AREAt VOLUME)
X12 = Xl - X2
XI3 = _I - X3
X23 = X2 - X3
YI2 = YI - Y2
Yl3 = YI - Y3
Y23 = Y2- Y._
ZI2 : II - Z2
ZI3 = II - Z3
Z23 = Z2- Z3
A = SQRTiXI2**2 ÷ Y12_'2 • ZI2_'_)
B = SQRT(XI3**2 + Y13"'2 * Z13_,,.2i ,
C = SCRT(X23**2 + Y23..2 _ _23._,2;
S = (a + B + C) / 2.
AREA = SQRTIS*(S-A)#(S-B)*(S-C))
A = YI * Z23 - Y2 * Z13 • Y_ * /L2
B = Xl * Z23 - X2 * ZI3 • X3 * ZL2
C = X[ * Y23 - X2 * YI3 + X3 w_ YI2
D = Xl * (Y2*Z3- Y3_Z2) - X2 * (YI*Z3- Y._*ZI) +
+ X3 * (YI_,ZZ - Y2*ZI)




fdenti fica_ion of PolyheJa_at S'_bdivision
, {
Frequency 6 Icosahedron"
Identification of Subdiuisio>_ Method
Method 2"
No. of No, of No. of Xo. of
vertices edges faces _ _"vertices for
for PIT for PIT for PIT totaZ sphere
I . l , I , /
"'V(L) : 28" E(L) = 63" F(L) : 36" V(G) : 36_'
NO. of No. of faces
edges Jbr for _oval
total sphere sphere
, 1 £
E(G) = I080" 'F(G) = 720'
Vertex
Identification x coordinate y coordinate z ooordinat_,
1 ! l
"0 O' '0.000000" /0.850651" '0. l52573]'
Vertex
Identification x coordinaVe y ooordir_te





Identification x coorCina_e y coordinate z coordinate
/ I I !
"I I' '0.174499' '0.660187 " 0.468576'
= length
of e_ement Element Identification
I I
"Length' "I l l O'
angle iJentification
end pt. vertex end pt. degrees radian8
l 1 1





end pt. vertex end pt. degrees radi_ns
1 I /
l 1 0 0 1 0 ' i71.646295' "1.250464'
a,_le identification
e_ pt. vertex end ft. _egrees raaians
/ -. / I

















































FRE QUE hC Y
VIL I = 28
6 ICOSAHEDRON METHOC 2
E(L) = 63 F(L} = 36 V(G) = 362 £(GI = 1080 FIG) = 720



































































































3 1 3 2
2 v 3 1











3 3 0.500000 0.809017 0.3¢9017









4 0 4 1
3 0 4 0



















4 I 4 2
3 I 4 I











4 3 0.624919 0.669347 0.401810
4 4 O. 639950 O. 73 8585 O. 212031







0.29 17 36 O. 7_J9807
5 0
5 0 5 1
4 0 5 C













A X ! ._,L 0.0 0.0
0.401810 0.624919
5 1
5 I 5 2
0.19522481
84.398302 1.473C28





































5 4 0.759807 0.58L020 0.2_1736































































6 4 0.85L901 0.395511 0.343074
6 5 0.866018 0.468576 0.174699



















The plot routine was written for the IBM 7044
computer utilizing FORTRAN language. The program
generates data necessary for input tapes to drive a
CaIComp plotter model 470.
The example of the output map is for a six fre-
quency Icosahedral sphere oriented in three directions
as shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17.
-48-
$_BFTC PTTO! NODECK
DIMENSION COORD(3, 3, 32), A(3, 3, 8), B(3, 3, 8), F{3, 3, 8),
l D(3, 3, 8), BUFF[4000), ALPHAI8It VI3, 3), LAB[2, 3), P(3, 3),
2 SD 1(3, 32), SO 2(3, 32), SO 3(3, 32)t EX(768t 3), EXP(768, 3It
3 C(3, 3)
COMMON 0C(6, 3), X2R2t Y2R2, Z2R2, X2RI, Y2RI, ×IRI
EQUIVALENCE (C00RD(I, It I), A), {COORD([, i, 9), B),
I [COORO(I, l, 17), F), (COORD(I, l, 25), O),
2 (V(I, I), XI), (V(2, I), YI), (V(3, I), ZI),
3 (VII, 2), X2), (#(2, 2), Y2), (VI3, 2), Z2),
4 {VIL, 3}, X31, iV(2, 31, Y31, (V(3, 31, Z3),
5 (LAB(I, I), !L). (LAB(2, l), Jl), [LAB(I, 2), 12),
6 (LAB(2, 2), J2), _LABfl, 3), I3), (LABI2, 3), J3)
LOGICAL OUT
INTEGER RU, TU, RAD, TE 0C IC, O
COEF(AI, A2, A3, BI, B?, B3) = AI _ [B2 - B3) - A2 = (BI - B3) ÷
I A3 _ (8I - 82)
DATA A I -.57735027, -.57735027,
I -.57735027, -.57735027, -.57735027,
2 -.57735027, -.57735027, .57735027,
3 .57735027, .5?735027, -.57735027,
4 -.57735027, .5_735027, -.57735027,
5 .57735027, .57735027, -57735027,











,O.,O.,-.57735027, -.5_735027, I.,0.,0.,0.,0.,I.,0. tI.,0.,I.,0.
l.,O.,O.,O. ,-I., I. ,0. ,0. ,O. ,0.,-I. ,0. ,-I. ,0. ,
I. ,0. ,O. ,0. ,-I. ,0. ,0. ,0., I. /



























DATA RAD I IHR I
-49-
CALL PLOTS (BUFF, 4000)
CALL PLOT (O.e l[.5t 23)
CALL PLOT (O.1 -LL.t 21)
CALL PLOr (6., -.5, 23)
Z READ (5t 70) Nt TE OC It, ROT, RUe TILTe TUt ALPHA, METHOD
70 FORMAT (2[2t 6X, 2(F9.0, All, 8A6, I2)
IF (N .EQ. O) STOP
CALL PLOT (0., 5.5, 23)
CALL SYMBOL (-5.t -4.50, .[4t IOHFREQUENCY , 0., [0)
CALL NUMBER (-O-t -0., .I4, FLOATINI, 0., -I)
CALL SYMBOL (-5., -4.75, .14t 9HROTATION , 0., 9)
CALL NUMBER (-0., -0., -[4t ROT, 0., 3)
IF (RU .NE. RADI GO TO 112
CALL SYMBOL (-0._ -0o, .14, 8H RAOIANS, O.t 8)
GO TO 113
I12 CALL SYMBOL (-0., -0., .I4, 8H DEGREES, 0., 8)
I13 CALL SYMBOL (-5.t -5.00, .14, 5HTILT , 0., 5)
CALL NUMBER (-0-, -O-t .14, TILT, O.t 3)
IF (TU .NE. RAO) GO TO 114
CALL SYMBOL (-0., -0., .I4, 8H RAOIANS, O.t 8)
GO TO II5
114 CALL SYMBOL (-O-t -O-t .14, 8H DEGREES, O.t 8)
115 CALL SYMBOL (-5-t -5.25t .14t ALPHA, 0., 48)
IF (RU .NE. RAD) ROT = ROT _ .017453293
IF (TU .NE. RAD) TILT = TILT _ .017653293
CALL DATE (4., -5.t .I_)
CALL FACTOR (5°)
CALL SYMBOL (-1.2, -l-t .05, 3, 0., -L)
FLOAT N = N
SIN R = SIN(ROT)
COS R = COS(ROT)
SIN T = SIN(TILT)
COS T = COSITILT)
MIN = I
MAX = 4
IF (TE OC IC .NE. B) GG TO 2
MIN = 5
MAX = 12
2 IF (TE OC IC .NE. 20) GO TO 3
MIN = 13
_AX = 32
3 DO 4 I = It 3
DO4J=I, 3
V(Jt I) = COORD(J, It MIN)
LL = 0
DO 7 L2 = 1, 2
DO 7 LN = 2t 3
IF (L2 .EO. L N) GO TO 7
LI = LL + I
CALL RCTATE (Lt V(l, LN)t V(2t LN)t V{3, LN), V(I, L2)t V(2t L2)t
* V(3, L2))
THETA = ATAN2(Y2RL, X2RL)
OU / L4 : [, N
T = L4







B2 : X2R[ - I.
C2 = B2
X : (BI*C2) / (A2*EI - AI*B2)
Y = (At*C2) / (AI.82- A2*BI)
CALL RCTATE (3t X, Y, 0.)
IF(L1 - 2) 45, 5, 6
45 SD I([, L4) = X2R2
SD I(2, L4) = Y2R2
SD I(3, L4) = Z2R2
GO TO 7
5 SD 2(I, L4) = X2R2
SD 2(2, L4) = Y2R2
$0 2(3, L4) = Z2R2
GO TO 7
6 SD 3(I, L4) = X2R2
SD 3(2, L4) = Y2R2
$0 3(3, L4) = Z2R2
7 CONTINUE
Q = 0
DO 16 Ii = I, N
DO 16 Jl = l, If
12 = II - I




8 DO 13 LA = I, 3
II ---LAB(I, L_x)
lJ = LAB(2, LA)
IJ = LI - LJ
NJ = N - LJ
IF (LI .EQ. L J) GO TO g
IF (LJ .EQ. O) GO TO II
IF (LI .NE. N) GO TO 12
P(LA, [) = SD 3(I, N J)
P(LA, 2) = SD 3(2, N J)
PfLA, 3) -- SD 3(3, N J)
GO TO 1 3
g IF (LJ .EQ. O] GO TO I0
PILA, I) : SO Ill, tl)
PILA, 2l = SO [(2, LI)
P(LA, 3) = SD I(3, LI)
GO TO 13
I0 PKLA, I) : XI
P(LA, 21 = Yl
P(LA, 3) : /l
GO TO 13
II P(LA, I) : SO 2(1, LI)
P(LA, 2) : SO 2(2, LI)




[2 CALL I_TERC (SO lit, LI), SO I(2, LI), SO [I3, LII,SDZ([, LIt,
l SD 2(2, LI), SD 2(3, LI), SD 3(I, NJ), SD 3(2, NJ), SD 3(3, NJ),
2 SD [(I, LJ)_ SO [(2, LJ), SD I(3, LJ), C([, I), CII, 2), C(I,3))
CALL INTERC (SO 3([, IJ), SD 2(2, IJ), SO 3(3, IJ), SD 2(I, IJ),
I SD 2(2, IJ), SD 2(3, IJ), SD 3(_, NJ), SD 3(2, NJ), SD 313, NJ),
2 SO I(I, LJ), SD I(2, LJ), SU I(3, LJ), CI2, i), C(2, 2), CI2,3))
CALl. INTERC (SD 3([, IJ), SD 3(2, IJ), SD 3(3, IJ), SD 2(I, IJ),
l SO 2(2, IJ}, SO 2(3, IJ), SO I(I, LI), SO l(2, tl), SD I{3, LI),
2 SD 2(I, LI), SD 2(2, LI), SD 2(3, LIt, C(3, I),C(3, 2), C(3,3))
GO TO (I, 99, 100), METHOD
99 PiLA, I) = C(I, I) + CI2, 1) + C(3, I)
P(LA, 2) = C(I, 2) + CI2, 2) + CI3, 2)
P|LA, 3I = C{I, 3) + C(2, 3) + CI3, 3)
GO TO 13








WINDOW HAS BEEN TRANSLATED.BVERTEX C,I.E. VERTEX 3 IS AT 0,0,0.
CALL ROTATE (I, C(I, I), CII, 2), C(I, 3), CI2, I), C(2, 2),
C(2, 3))
ANG = .5 • ATAN2(Y2RI,X2RI)
XRI = X2Rt_ COS(ANG) ÷ Y2RI_ SIN{ANG)
YRt = V2Rt_ COS(ANG) - X2RI_ SIN(ANG)
ANG = ATAN2(Y2RI,XtRt- X2Rt)
ANG = .5 * &NG
XR2 = (X2RI- XIRI)_ COSIANG) - Y2RI_ SINIANG) ÷ XIRI
YR2 = Y2RI_ COSIANG) ÷ |X2RI- XIRt)_ SIN(ANG)
St = YRt / XRI
$2 = YR2 / (XR2 - XtRt)
C2 = XIRI_ $2
D9= - $I + $2
CX = C2 / D9
CY = (St • C2) / Dq
CALL RCTATE {3, CX, CY, 0.0)
CENTER OF WINDOW HAS BEEN FOUND. TRANSLATE BACK. . .8
PiLA, I) = X2R2+ C(3, t)
P(LA, 2) = Y2R2÷ C(3, 2)
P(LA, 3) = Z2R2÷ C(3, 3)
13 CONTINUE
DO 14 INI = 1, 3
R = SORT(P(INI, t)e*2 * P{IN1, 2)*_2 + P{INI, 3)_2)
O=O+l
DO [4 IN2 = t, 3
14 EX (O, IN2) = PIIN1, IN2) / R
13 = 12
J2 = J2 + l
IF (OUT) GO TO i6





WRITE (6, 73} Q
73 FORMAT {5H (3 = 14)
TXl = Xl - X3
TYI = Yl - Y3
TZ1 = Zl - Z3
TX2 = x2 - X3
TY2 = Y2 - Y3
TZ2 = Z2 - Z3
DO 17 K = I, 0
DO 17 K] = I, 3
17 EXPIK, Kl) = EX(K, KI) - V(Klt 3)
CALL ROTATE {1, TX2, TY2, TZ2, TXI, TYI, TZl)
DO 23 IV = MIN, MAX
IF [M .EQ. MIN) GO TO 21
DO 18 I = l, 3
DO 18 J : l, 3
18 VIJ, I) = COORD(J, I, P)
TXI = XI - X3
TYI = YI - Y3
TZ1 : Zl - Z3
TX2 = X2 - X3
TY2 = Y2 - Y3
TZ2 = Z2 - Z3
CALL RCTATE {2, IX2, TY2, TZ2, TXI, TYI, TZI)
00 19 K = l, 3
O0 19 I : I, 3
Ig P(i', K) = DC(1. K)*DC(4, I) + DC{2, K)*DC{5, [} + DC{3, K)*DC(6,1)
DO 20 K : l, q
30 20 L : I, 3
20 EX{K_t) =EXP(K,I)_'P(L,I)÷EXP{K,2)wwP(L,2)_EXP{K,3)_P{L,3} + V(L,3)
21 DO 22 KI = I, Q
YRT = EX(KI,2) • C0S R - EX{Kltl) • SIN R
ZRT = EX{KI,3) _ COS T - EX(KI,I) w_ COS R • SIN T - EX(KI, "J) w_
SIN R • SIN T
EXIKI, 2) = YRT
22 EX(KI, 3) = ZRT
DO 23 KI = l, Q, 3
K2 = KI + I
K3 = K1 + 2
IF (COEF[EX{KI, 2), EX[K2, 2), EX[K3, 2), EX{KI, 3), EX[K2, ._),
• EX{K3, 3}) .LE. 0.} CO TO 23
CALL PLOT {EX(KIt 2}, EX[KI, 3)t 3)
CALL PLOT (EX{K2t 2), EX{K2, 3), 2)
CALL PLOT (EX(K3t 2), EX(K3, 3), 2)
CALL PLOT {EX(KI, 2), EX[KI, 3), 2)
WRITE (6, 705) [EX(NYt 2), EX[._;¢, 3), NY = KI, K3)
?05 FORMAT (IX, 6FlZt.6)
23 CONTINUE
CALL SYMBOL |-1.2, -I., .03, 3, 0., -l)
CALL FACTOR [ I. )
CALL PLOT I8.875, IX., 3)
CALL PLOT {8.875, 0., l)
CALL PLOT (14,875, -,5, -3)
-$3-
$IBFTC ROTATE NODECK
SUBROUIINE ROTATE (N, X2, Y2, Z2, X[, YI, ZI)
COMMON DC(6, 3)t X2R2, Y2R2t Z2R2t X2RI_ Y2RIt XIRI
IF (N .EQ. 3) GO TO I
MI = 3_'N - 2
M2 = Ml ÷ I
M3 = M2 + I
Dl = SCRT(XI_,_,2 + yliw_2 + Zl_,_2)
DC(MI, I) = XI I DI
DC(MIt 2) = Y1 / DI
DC(MI, 3) = ZI I DI
H3 = Yl ,_ Z2 - Y2 _, Z1
U3 = Z l _, X2 - Xl w_ Z2
V3 = X l w_ Y2 - X2 _, YI
D2 = SCRT(H3*_,2 + U3_,_,2 + V3*w,2)
DC|M3, I) = H3 / D2
DC(M3, 2) = U3 / D2
DC(M3, 3) = V3 / D2
H2 = DC(M3, Z) • ZI - YI _' DC(M3, 3)
U2 = ,]C(M3t 3'.J• Xl - Zl _, DC(M3, l}
V2 = DC(M3, I) w_ YI - XI _, DC(M3, 2)
D3 = SGRT(H2W_,2 ÷ IJ2_,_2 + V2_Ww_2)
DC(M2, l) -- H2 / D3
DC|M2, 2) = U2 / D3
DC(M2, 3) = V2 / D3
XIRI = XIw_DC(MI, I._ + YI*DC(MI, 2) + ZI_'DC|MI, 3)
X2RI = X2w,DC(M'.., l) + Y2_,DCIM1, 2) + Z2w_DC(MI, 3)
Y2R1 = X2_DC{M2, I) + Y2'wDC(M2, 2) ÷ Z2_'DC(M2_ 3)
RETURN
I X2R2 = X2wwDC(MI, I) + Y21WDC(M2, l) + Z2wwOC(M3, I)
Y2R2 = X2_wOC(MI, 2) + Y2'_DC(M2t 2) ÷ Z2_DC(M3, 2)




......... _- _ _--..._ _ _ _ - -__
$1BFTC INTERC NODECK
SUBROUTINE INTERC (XI, YI, ZI, X2t Y2, Z2t X3,, Y3, Z3, X4t Y4, Z4,
'_ X, Y, Z)
AI = Y2 - Yl
Bl = Xl - X2
CI = XI*{YI - Y2) + YI_'(X2 - XI)
A2 = Y4 - Y3
B2 = X3 - X4
C2 : X3=(Y3- Y4) + Y3*(X4 -. X3)
A3 = A].
B3 = Z]. - Z2
C.3 = ZI*[YI - Y2) + YI*{Z2 - ZI)
A4 ---A2
B4 = Z3 - Z4
C4 = Z3*(Y3- Y4} + Y3_w{Z4 - Z3)
X = {B2_.CI - Bl*C2) I {A2.81 - At*B2)
Y = (A2*CI - AT*C2) I {AIWWB2 - A2*BI)
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